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Old Street at the Old Bailey
In edition 16 we mentioned the litany of scale maker crime that Diana Crawforth Hitchins had
dredged up from court records etc. One of my favourite makers is the firm of E. Stillwell who
worked at 214 Old Street London in the 19th and early 20th century. I first encountered the name
when I unwisely acquired a substantial lump of Stillwell old iron whose sole redeeming feature was
that it was a substantial lump of old iron calibrated in London Stones. I later visited the area of
London, that is still Old Street, to see if any trace remained of the business. Ann, who had been
anticipating a leisurely libation in Davey’s Wine Cellar Covent Garden, disguised the joy she was
experiencing as we stood, instead in outer Islington, outside Old Street underground station. As I
dithered as to which way to go, I explained that this was the so called ‘Silicon Roundabout’, as it is
now the location of numerous IT businesses (rather, as I had fancied, than the centre of the bosom
enhancing business). She successfully concealed the pleasure that that this additional information
imparted but, eventually, agreed to trudge up and down Old Street, with me, for a while.
The buildings around the roundabout are uniformly charmless glass fronted slabs and nothing of
any 19th century scale maker’s premise was apparent although we did just about establish where
number 214 had been situated.
The name of Edward Mouzon Stillwell (crazy name, crazy guy) later came to my attention again in
relation to a criminal case heard at the Old Bailey in 1912. Whilst the evil scale makers of Diana’s
tales were the perpetrators of heinous doings Mr Stillwell was actually one of the victims of a series
of thefts by Henry Nye, George Poole and Mary Wilson who stole cheques which had been posted
through the doors of businesses in the Old Street area.
The perpetrators were convicted and sentenced, variously, to penal servitude and imprisonment with
hard labour. The case was interesting, to me, as the geography of the area was described in some
detail which served to confirm my conclusions as to where the Stillwell premises had been situated.
I was also somewhat amazed at the evidence which indicated that the thefts occurred about 10.00
pm, shortly after the postman had delivered the
envelopes. Mr Jas. H Lovesey of the Post Office, indeed,
stated in his evidence that a letter posted between 4.00
and 5.00 pm would reach the recipient by 9.45 the same
evening. Clearly London, at least enjoyed a ‘fibre optic’
postal service at this time. John Knights

Stillwells marked their products clearly and indelibly which
makes them easy to identify. Left, Butcher’s steelyard,
above, brass pan of a counter machine.

The ineluctable joy of being in Keighley

I rather unexpectedly found myself in the West Yorkshire town
of Keighley (it happens!). I’m sure, like most towns, it has its
charms but I was, regrettably, not there long enough to discover
them. There is a market hall, which I like, but this was a modern
bland affair, which I don’t. My spirits were lifted, however,
when, inside, I came across a classy person scale parked against
the wall (left and above). The double pendulum Berkel used to
be a common machine, in amusement arcades and other high
turnover sites but I thought it had long been
replaced by cheaper spring or modern load
cell devices.
The current equivalent (right) may measure your height, body mass index, and
‘fat content’ in addition to your weight but aesthetically there is little
comparison between the bright red beauty with its glorious mechanical head and
an anodyne white box that you walk by without noticing. John Knights

Old Street Revisited
Some while ago I acquired a singularly uninteresting scoop counter machine
simply because it bore the name of a scale maker in Bridlington, in the East
Riding of Yorkshire, which did make it slightly interesting. When it arrived it
came with a part set of iron weights, cast with the name Walter Parry London.
I looked him up and lo and behold found he was located at 273 Old Street, just
up the road from Edward Mouzon Stillwell (crazy name crazy guy, see above).
This reinforced my interest in Old Street and I briefly speculated how the
weights from Islington managed to team up with the scale from Yorkshire. It
went no further, however, until the summer meeting at Alvington. As we were
about to leave I noticed an amazing iron deadweight scale, parked
unceremoniously in the yard. It was in a somewhat distressed condition but
looked to be basically sound except for the wooden plates which were rotted
(below left). Being an avid member of the old iron brigade, especially as regards
deadweights, I had a good look and found a name and address on one of

the castings below right). The name was Miles and the address, Old ST Road. This struck me as a
rather strange address and I speculated as to what the ‘ST’ stood for. Fortunately we have access to
the Crawforth-Hitchins’ database of scale makers so I looked him up. This indicated that the
business operated between 1828 and 1874, at 80 Old Street Road and also at 200 Shoreditch High
Street. I could find no record of an ‘Old Street Road’ anywhere but found that Shoreditch High
Street is at the eastern end of Old Street. I had to conclude, therefore, that William Henry Miles was
yet another maker in Old Street London, which is beginning to look, to 19th century scale makers,
what Brick lane is now to Bangladeshi restaurants. That aside, I would see the Miles deadweight as
an early and potentially important example of the type and John Wintour is to be congratulated on
acquiring and (hopefully) rescuing this machine. John Knights (ps. John, please move it indoors!)

The Horror! The Horror!
I was recently reacquainted with an old friend, albeit one I had heartlessly disposed of at the local
auction house! In an effort to thin out some of the bulkier items from my ‘accretion’ (I feel
collection to be too grand a word) I had, some while ago, taken a nice but large 1920s or there
abouts E & A Ashworth counter scale to the said auction where it was sold for a measly £40, which
barely recouped my initial outlay. More recently I chanced to visit a large Antiques Centre, which
appears to be nearby but which actually lies in an alternate reality judging by the asking prices on
the merchandise. In an area displaying kitchenalia, metrology and retail items I saw the scale
(below right) but barely recognised it as, since I had last seen it, it had had a drastic ‘clean up’. The
once dull brass scoop now shone as did the brass bearing caps and screw heads. I noted however
that no attention had been given to the interior. During the trip to the auction the link to the
headwork had become dislodged and during the subsequent buffing and shining no thought had
apparently been given to reattaching it. A closer look revealed the true horror as to what had
happened. The ‘old gold’ paint, that I had left well alone, including the accrued patina of the years
(grime), had now been brutally ‘Brillo’d’ to the extent that the Ashworth transfers had been
scratched to near illegibility and the erstwhile honeyed hue now had a distinctly washed-out look.
The technical term for this aggressive over cleaning is, I believe ‘stropped’. There is a more earthy
term that I sometimes employ and which was appropriate in this case. The label on the scale

revealed that the asking price was £385. This probably reflected the cost of the Brasso and scouring
powder that had been used to reduce it to this sorry state.
To compound matters, I then noticed a 19th century accelerating imperial scale with a cast iron bull
on top which looked rather nice, from a distance. When looked at closer however my heart sank
even further. The whole thing had been given a liberal coat of black gloss paint (left) which
completely obscured any original features.
I cheered up a bit when I saw that they were
asking a comical £625 for this monstrosity.
I made an excuse and left! John Knights

Un-Fair Weight!
The piece on ‘weight guessmanship’ in edition 16 brought back memories of my grandfather who
had a showman’s pitch in Gala Land at Scarborough in Yorkshire. This was an underground
amusement arcade, which operated from 1921 to 1968 when it was converted into to a car park. He
dressed as a jockey and styled himself as either Jimmy or Gordon ‘The Little Wonder’. He stood
beside a grand Avery person scale dressed as a jockey (below) and offered to guess peoples’ weight
for a small fee. If he guessed incorrectly a prize was awarded.
He would drum up an audience by picking out a buxom beauty from the crowd of holiday makers
and offer her a free go on the scale. He would then make an outrageously incorrect estimate of the
lady’s weight. He would suggest 10 stones for a subject who was obviously nearer to 20 stones.
When proven wrong, the lady could choose from his range of ‘Scarborough Diamonds’. These were
items of glass jewellery which were superficially attractive but also exceedingly cheap.
Needless to say his total incompetence at weight guessing encouraged others to challenge him.
Unfortunately for them his estimating abilities improved dramatically and few prizes were awarded.
A crafty foot applied judicially to the rear of the platform improved his success rate even further.
One of my jobs as a child was to go above ground and see what the weather was doing. If rain was
expected we knew there would be plenty of punters but fine weather meant things would be quiet.
Grandfather would however, utilise these slack periods to ‘adjust’ the mechanical gaming machines
that were situated around his stall and ‘fettle’ those which were paying out too much. He may have
been a bit of an old rogue but it was ‘all the fun of the fair’ in those days. Alex Harrison

Left ‘Gordon The
Little Wonder’
standing by his scale
(as featured in a
contemporary
newspaper cutting).
The scale is an Avery
person weigher
featuring the excellent
‘loaded lever’ resistant,
first introduced in
1928. Right He is
clearly ‘chatting up’
the ladies in an attempt
to inveigle them onto
his platform

Newark Miscellany, October 2012
As seen at the Autumn Antique Fair at the Newark and
Nottinghamshire Showground!
Left A Parnall Grocer’s ‘Pure Lard’ display plate, on sale at a price of £45.00.
It looks quite authentic from the front but the underneath is far too clean and pristine to have stood
on a grocer’s greasy counter for 50 years. It is probably one of the batch that was mentioned back in
Edition 11.
Right A pair of brass ‘measures’, not totally dissimilar to the little copper sheathed wooden number
which was extolled on an edition of Bargain Hunt (see Edition 17). I was tempted to shell out the
£18.00 and send them to the programme, but didn’t! Below Right A nice Lincolnshire agricultural
deadweight made by (or for) the little known company, R. S. Store of Alford.
(On a practical note it was observed that the sanitary
facilities at the showground appear somewhat less
sophisticated than was once the case. Below left)

A Turkish Milk Token

T.G. Pappis Pera Grande Laiterie Modele Nichan-Tach with cow’s head
rev. Bon Pour 3/4 Ocque de Lait Pur
Copper, 22.5mm.
Every now and then we come across some curiosities when cataloguing our auctions. One such
curio is this Turkish milk token.
Pera is a district of Istanbul on the European side of the Bosporus while Nichan-Tach (Nisantasa) is
an area within this district. Pera was built up around the Embassy building of the Venetian
Ambassador. This diplomatic outpost was already established in the time of the Byzantine Empire
and was a centre for European traders from the time of the Fourth Crusade in 1204. Pera was
renamed after the establishment of the Turkish Republic in the 1920‘s. It is now known as
Beyoğlu*.
This token is typical of Austrian or German manufacture and comparable with tokens made for
German companies around the world in the period between about 1880-1900. The bright copper
finish is characteristic of these tokens.
The international flavour is emphasised by the token being in French, the common language of the
Levantine traders while the issuer has a Greek name.
The interest for the members of ISASC is the measure cited on the token. The OCQUE is a Turkish
weight defined as 400 dirhems also known as OKA, OKE, OCCE, OCKA, or OQUE. According to
Doursther in 1840 the mass varied depending on the variations of local standard. These variations
range from 1.2kg to over 1.3kg. For example in Constantinople (Istanbul, since Mehmed II kicked
the doors down in 1453) and Bucharest the standard was 1.2829kg, in Syrian Aleppo 1.2667 and in
Greece 1.5291. These discrepancies and the ensuing confusion eventually led to the Ottoman
Empire embracing metrication in 1886.
The use of the weight standard as a measure is also recorded in Hungary, Greece and the Balkans
where one Oke was 1.4 litres approximately. It would appear that these were local measures for
specific use and not standard measures.
The value of ¾ Ocque is very close to 1 Litre (1.2829 x ¾ = .9822 l). As Turkey was in the process
of metrication it is possible that this is an expression of the metric unit in terms of an
understandable local measure. The discrepancy is probably within tolerance limits for measuring
milk. And after all that I could do with a drink myself! Howard Simmons
Reference: Horace Doursther, Dictionnaire des Poids & Mesures, Brussels 1840
*Location of ISASC(E) member Pera Museum (www.peramuzesi.org.tr)
(Howard intended to give this presentation at the Autumn meeting. Time did not allow this, so
we are printing it in Fulcrum)

